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	The finite element method (FEM) has become one of the most important and useful tools for scientists and engineers. This new book features the use of MATLAB to present introductory and advanced finite element theories and formulations. MATLAB is especially convenient to write and understand finite element analysis programs because a MATLAB program manipulates matrices and vectors with ease.

	The book is suitable for introductory and advanced courses in the Finite Element Method, as well as a reference for practicing engineers.
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The Handbook of Commodity Investing (Frank J. Fabozzi Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Filled with a comprehensive collection of information from experts in the commodity investment industry, this detailed guide shows readers how to successfully incorporate commodities into their portfolios. Created with both the professional and individual investor in mind, The Handbook of Commodity Investments covers a wide range of...
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Mathematica® in Action: Problem Solving Through Visualization and ComputationSpringer, 2010

	In this third edition of Mathematica in Action, award-winning author Stan Wagon guides beginner and veteran users alike through Mathematica's powerful tools for mathematical exploration.  The transition to Mathematica 7 is made smooth with plenty of examples and case studies that utilize Mathematica's newest tools, such as...
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The Definitive Guide to Apache mod_rewriteApress, 2006
mod_rewrite, frequently called the “Swiss Army Knife” of URL manipulation, is one
of the most popular—and least understood—modules in the Apache Web Server’s bag of
tricks. In this chapter we’ll discuss what it is, why it’s necessary, and the basics of using it.
For many people, mod_rewrite...
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SAP ABAP Certification Review: SAP ABAP Interview Questions, Answers, And ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
Why this book is unique:
  
  SAPCOOKOOK readers have a need for information they can use right   now.  And our series of SAP interview questions books is an answer to   that need for instant information.  Our books are written by SAP   practitioners and expert authors who have varied and vast experiences in...
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Current Topics in Artificial Intelligence: 12th Conference of the Spanish Association for Artificial Intelligence, CAEPIA 2007Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th Conference of the Spanish Association for Artificial Intelligence, CAEPIA 2007, held in Salamanca, Spain, in November 2007, in conjunction with the 7th Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Technology Transfer, TTIA 2007.
The 28 revised full papers presented were carefully selected during...
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Doing Business in 2004: Understanding RegulationWorld Bank Publications, 2003
A vibrant private sector—with firms making investments, creating jobs, and improving productivity— promotes growth and expands opportunities for poor people. To create one, governments around the world have implemented wide-ranging reforms, including macro-stabilization programs, price liberalization, privatization, and trade-barrier...
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